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Introducing DRIFT

→  Leading research institute in 

sustainability transitions

→ Founded 2004 at Erasmus 

University Rotterdam

goals
– Advancing transition theory

– Accelerate transition to a sustainable 

society



Symptoms of unsustainability



The bigger picture



The bigger picture



Persistent problems

‘sustainability problems’ are persistent: deeply rooted in societal 
structures, cultures and practices 

They are wicked and unstructured: we disagree on problems and 
solutions and there are no easy solutions

Dealing with persistent problems is by definition an ambiguous, 
normative and contested activity



Path dependency: our solutions are part of the problem

Superficial, reactive, incremental

Starting from vested interests, self-reinforcing institutions

Focus on short term (policy, public attention, innovation, ..)

fundamental change is needed



Transition theory



Transitions?
A process of structural, non-linear systemic change in dominant culture, 

structure and practices (regime) that takes place over a period of decades 
(Rotmans et al, 2001, Grin et al, 2010)

culture: shared values, paradigms, worldviews, 
discourses

structure: institutions, economic structures, 
physical infrastructures

practices:  routines, behavior, action, lifestyles

Explains persistency and lock-in as well as disruptive systemic change



Examples of ‘sustainability’ transitions

fossil  renewable energy

automobility happy city

linear  circular economy

fighting against  living with water

efficient care  positive health

food quantity  food quality



Understanding transitions

Research perspectives

Socio-ecological

Socio-technical

Socio-institutional

Non-linearity
Multi-level

Co-evolution
Emergence

Regimes
Niches

Health care
Education
Labor market
Finance

Energy
Mobility
Water 
Waste

Forestry
Fisheries
Agriculture
Biodiversity 

predevelopment
tipping phase

reconfiguration

stabilisation



Transition dynamics

Loorbach, 2014



Energy transition in NL Central & sustainable

Smart energysystems

Energy democracy



Some transition dynamics | Energy in NL

Emerging Established

Experimentation Optimalisation

- Local storage, plant-e, supervliegers, …

- Bio-innovation in petrochemical industry

- Efficiency-focus in industry

- CCS agenda, strong gas & other fossil interests

Acceleration Destabilisation

- Higher martket share

- Fast development of PV and wind

- Resistance against (shale)gas ; Groningen;

- Overcapicity of fossil power plants

Emergence Chaos

- No-one doubts the need for e-transition

- New coalitions, also with larger parties)

- But: weak SE-lobby, infiltrated by gas

- Insecurity price developments & investments

- Conflict of interests within fossil industry

- Uncertainty grid companies

Institutionalisation Break down

- Paris climate goal; national wind agenda

- Building codes; regularions for cooperatives

- But: limited political support for strong policy

- Lawsuits against state

- Fossil free movement; carbon risk story

- Bankrupcy coal sector; low investments o&g

Stabilisation Phase out

- Gas infrastructure

- Coal fired power plants? 



Circular economy in NL Circular business models

Sharing economy

Local economy



Some transition dynamics | CE in NL
Emerging Established

Experimentation Optimalisation

- Vision popular since 2006

- Experiments regarding both technical solutions 

as well as how to organize

- Bulk = take-make-waste

- Many ‘sustainable’ solutions involve 

downcycling (incl burning waste)

- Strong lobby agains stronger measures

Acceleration Destabilisation

- More and more sectors, actors, …

- First movers gain higher market share

- NL positioning as ‘frontrunner’ in EU

- Uncertainty geopolical developments

- Growth of consumption, population, etc.

- But: in general no real need for change felt

Emergence Chaos

- Stronger networks like Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation, Nederland Circulair!, Cirkelstad. 

- In some sectors significant (esp. b2b)

- But: towards which circular economy?

- Uncertainty waste companies

- Some companies seek to secure supply chains

- Innovation programmes contradict dominant 

policies, but at limited scale

Institutionalisation Break down

- Limited examples, like circular procurement

- Tax on plastic bags; lobby for changing waste-

regulations

- Losses for waste companies; dependent on 

waste from abroad

- Some vision, some lobby; but hardly changes;

Stabilisation Phase out



Accelerating transitions



Governance panarchy

All actors influence but no one dictates transitions

Specific actors anticipate persistency and unsustainability by developing radical 
alternatives that challenge incumbent regimes

Transition governance is about acupuncture interventions to guide and accelerate 
desired social transformations on the long term

This implies systematically challenging and destabilizing regimes while 
empowering and scaling alternatives



Turbulent change



Broadening

Scaling-up

Deepening

Starting similar

innovation projects

in different context

Connecting with

other projects/ 

people/ networks

Experimenting and

learning in niches

Regime changes 

or adaptations

Based on work by Suzanne van den Bosch

From undercurrent to mainstream



Circulaire economie



Breaking through persistency

Don’t stay in your own bubble

• Interaction perspectives, backgrounds, motivations, positions

• Changing roles and relationships 

Need for mental and institutional space

• Challenge paradigms and beliefs; go beyond ‘business as usual’

• Time for reflection & learning

System innovation in incremental steps

• Long-term direction & short-term action

• Doing & thinking



Phase out policy



Can we change?

“The world is no more and no less than a 

perfectly normal improbability. All that occurs, 

appears only probable – if that is the case  –

because it is made probable.”

- Willem Schinkel



Thanks for your attention

Chris Roorda

roorda@drift.eur.nl 

+31 (0)10-4088824

More information & publications

drift.eur.nl

transitionacademy.eu

@drifteur



www.transitionacademy.eu / @tacdrift

http://www.transitionacademy.eu/




Transition governance mix: top-down, bottom-up and phase-out

Pricing externalities, 
changing subsidies, 

setting ambitious goals

Phasing-out fossil fuels, 
Waste incineration, 

Industrial meat production, …

Adjusting and
learning

Finding, connecting and empowering
cooperatives, circular production, new 

diets, sustainable technologies, … 



Complexity



Dealing with complexity

Complexity means…

• society cannot be ‘managed’

• societal change cannot be planned

• effect & cause = uncertain and unpredictable

• we are part of the system => part of complexity

But also…

• a small intervention can make a very great difference

• power of diversity => learning and experimenting

• need for knowledge about the system



Understanding transitions

Socio-ecological

Socio-technical

Socio-institutional

Non-linearity
Multi-level

Co-evolution
Emergence

Regimes
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Labor market
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Mobility
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Waste
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Analytical 

Experimental

Evaluative 

Power 
Agency

Discourse
Visions

Experimentation 
Learning 

Social innovation
Experiments 

Programs 
Monitoring 

Transition arenas
Niche experiments

Action research 
Scenarios 

Governance
Social learning
Institutions
Actors 

Research perspectives Governance perspectives



4 perspectives on economic unsustainability

“planetary boundaries”“inequality”

“undemocratic”“innovation”

Socio-economic Socio-ecological

Socio-technical Socio-political



4 transformative social innovations

“living in local, resilient 
communities”

“incubating social entrepreneurs”

“political institutional 
reform”

“sharing & redesigning goods”

social entrepreneurship & social 
economy degrowth & relocalisation

collaborative economy solidarity economy



Change ahead?



Change ahead

Regenerating Reclaiming the commons

Rescaling Revaluing



Rescaling

DOEPEL STRIJKERS – gebaseerd op Newmans Extended Metabolism Model 



Rescaling



Regenerating



Regenerating



Reclaiming the commons



Reclaiming the commons



Revaluing



Revaluing


